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Abstract. The latest version of European Union’s European Interoperability 
Framework (EIF 2017) introduced the concept of ‘interoperability governance’ 
as a key enabler of interoperability. The paper examines this concept in an 
information system for the judiciary. It particularly explores how the 
governance structure of the Integrated Administrative Court Case Management 
System of Greece affected the decisions regarding interoperability. We use a 
case study methodology to achieve this goal. Our findings are consistent, in 
most parts, with the conceptual model of EIF 2017. We affirm that the 
requirement of independence of the judiciary imposes certain limits that have to 
be respected in an interoperability governance structure of the courts. We 
emphasize on the importance of dealing with certain issues of interoperability 
before the introduction of an information system in the judiciary. We conclude 
that a ‘dynamic’ governance structure, that is a structure that changes during the 
life cycle of an information system, is consistent with real world challenges that 
arise regarding interoperability.

Keywords: Interoperability, Interoperability Governance, Administrative 
Justice.

1 Introduction

Several countries introduced ICT in their justice systems in order to improve both the 
efficiency of justice and accessibility to justice. For digital technology to be efficient 
for justice, it is necessary to encourage the secure flow of data between various IS; i.e. 
the data should circulate and be used easily. Different IS, both within and outside the 
judiciary, need to be made interoperable.

EU noticed the need for interoperable IS so as to deliver integrated public services 
to EU citizens. It regards interoperability “a key factor in making a digital 
transformation possible” since it “allows administrative entities to electronically 
exchange, amongst themselves and with citizens and businesses, meaningful 
information in ways that are understood by all parties” [1]. Furthermore, the latest 
version of the European Interoperability Framework (henceforth, EIF 2017) 
recognizes ‘interoperability governance’ as a “the key to a holistic approach on 
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interoperability, as it brings together all the instruments needed to apply it” and 
defines it as “decisions on interoperability frameworks, institutional arrangements, 
organizational structures, roles and responsibilities, policies, agreements and other 
aspects of ensuring and monitoring interoperability at national and EU levels” [1, 
Annex 2]. It further underlines the importance of political support and in-house skills 
to successfully implement interoperability policies and introduces a six-step-approach 
to manage standards and specifications.

Many public administrations were affected, as regards their system of organization, 
by the Weberian model and then shifted to the theoretical model of ‘New Public 
Management’ [2, with further citations]. The latter model was criticized [3] and the 
concept of ‘governance’ was introduced [2, with further citations] which “involves 
systematically determining, within a given scope, who makes each type of decision 
(decision rights), who provides input (input rights), and how people (or groups) will 
be held accountable for their role (accountability)” [4, with further citation].

Particularly in the judiciary, its governance structure is of extremely importance 
because it is related to the independence of courts; that is the need to guarantee 
judicial independence from the legislative and the executive branches of government.
We assumed it is unlikely that a single form of governance will practically address all 
the issues regarding an IS for the judiciary. Since the judiciary does not usually have a 
specific governance structure for matters of interoperability or even for technology 
issues, the governance structure that it already has influences the governance structure 
that deals with interoperability issues. Therefore, it is crucial –from a governance 
point of view- to consider who is responsible for making the decisions that relate to 
interoperability (e.g. on technical and semantic standards, on necessary organizational 
and legal changes) and how it is ensured that they are adhered to. The aim of this 
paper is to examine the aforementioned issues in the governance structure of the 
Integrated Administrative Court Case Management System of Greece (henceforth, 
IACCMS); the IS that was introduced on 2015 in administrative justice of Greece. 
The relevant questions we wanted to explore were: ‘what’ were the main decisions
regarding interoperability, ‘who’ had the mandate to make them and ‘how’ those 
decisions were implemented.

2 Related Work

Several works treat the problems of interoperability governance and governance of 
the judiciary. 

On the issue of interoperability governance, [5, 6 and 7] agreed that the central 
questions to be answered regarding ‘governance’ in IS are: ‘what’ are the main 
decisions, ‘who’ has the mandate to make them and ‘how’ those decisions are 
implemented. The ‘who’ question also addresses the issue of whether an existing 
actor or a new –permanent or temporary- actor will deal with those issues. 
Furthermore, the above mentioned authors agreed to three basic forms of governance
for IS: a ‘hierarchy’, which refers to a central planning authority, a ‘network’, which 
refers to separate agencies that negotiate rules and a ‘market’, which refers to 
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outsourcing of the operation of certain services. This observation is also consistent 
with institutional economic theory [8] as well as public management theory [9]. Other 
research, developed a definition of interoperability governance from a literature 
review and further developed a model template for interoperability governance -
which is similar to the Control OBjectives for Information and related Technology 
(COBIT) framework from the Information Systems Audit and Control Association 
(ISACA)- and tested it examining case studies in EU member states [10].

Several authors examined the concept of ‘interoperability governance’ and 
particularly the issue of the competent governing body. In a case study of a Swedish 
portal for business registration and management an argument was made in favor of a 
‘hierarchy’ though in the concluding remarks it is stated that “in some cases, 
decentralization strengthens the integrity of the individual and autonomous actors, 
while in other cases it weakens actors by creating lock-in effects due to inflexible 
structures” [11]. However, in a case of the City of Munich overhaul of its ICT 
structures that focused on the dimension of governance, an argument was made in 
favor of a ‘network’ [12]. The same argument was supported on a presentation of the 
Danish approach to governance structures as regards the digital transformation of the 
public sector [13]. On the other hand, in a study of five cases of integrated electronic 
service delivery in Quebec, an argument was made in favor of a mixed governance 
structure [14]. The authors specifically introduced the concepts of ‘vertical 
governance’, i.e. “a management method that is hierarchically organized and 
structured according to formal rules laid down by the center” and ‘horizontal 
governance’, i.e. “a method of administration based on trust and collaboration among 
a network of organizations with no or little authority between them, with the aim of 
offering joint solutions to often complex problems” [14, with further citations]. The 
authors concluded that there are limits to horizontal governance structures and in 
order to overcome them they proposed the addition of vertical governance 
mechanisms, such as a central coordinating authority, that would be responsible for 
setting interoperability standards, modernizing administrative processes and providing 
a clear digital strategy.

Recently (January 2020), there was a proposal for a four step roadmap in order to 
develop a new integrated public service [15]. Regarding interoperability governance it 
stressed the importance of building political momentum and support (1st step, detect 
the need for change). It further indicated that the relevant governance structures 
should be set up during the next phase (2nd step, plan and select), without referring to 
any model of governance structure. Additionally, it suggested setting standards along 
with the overall framework (3rd stage, provide framework and set standards), then 
monitor the performance of the integrated service (4th stage, monitor and maintain) 
and, pursuant to the circumstances, begin the roadmap again.

On the issue of governance of the judiciary, the conclusion of studies of various 
Committees of the Council of Europe is that countries should opt for a ‘hierarchical’ 
form of governance involving judges in the relevant decisions. Thus, the Consultative 
Council of European Judges observed that “over dependence on technology and on 
those who control it can pose a risk to justice” and that “IT governance should be 
within the competence of the Council for the judiciary or other equivalent 
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independent body” [16]. Additionally, the European Commission for the Efficiency of 
Justice considered essential to have a form of centralization, (through a hierarchical 
model) for successful IT development in the judiciary, though not all member states 
of the Council of Europe opted for this form of governance [17]. The same advisory 
body in another report, emphasized the assembly of multidisciplinary teams (technical 
and legal professionals) “that has real managerial and operational freedom”, but also 
stressed the importance of having a legal professional as a leader who, if necessary, 
will re-orientate the technical solutions according to the needs of the courts and 
bearing in mind the legal challenges [18]. Accordingly, the latter report proposed “the 
adoption of a single, simple, clearly defined system of governance that makes it 
possible to separate the management of the project from the rest of the 
administration” and advised the creation of ‘temporary’ governing bodies with cross-
sectoral personnel that operate the court IT system throughout its lifecycle. 

The above mentioned works cover either issues of interoperability governance in 
the private / public sector or the governance structure of the judiciary in the 
introduction of an ICT project. Our understanding is that the literature is fragmented 
and is not using a common framework. Usually the authors either introduce a new 
framework or base their examination in frameworks of other fields. This could lead to 
inconsistency and is difficult for the reader to thoroughly follow the results of each 
research. We hold that it is imperative to have a consistent framework to examine 
interoperability of information systems and we presume that, at least in Europe, EIF 
2017 is a good starting point. Regarding the model of governance, there is an 
agreement to the three basic forms (hierarchy, network and market). In our literature 
review –that included a sequential investigation of the references of the above 
mentioned works- we did not identify any case study on the governance structures 
that the judiciary established in order to promote interoperability, which is the issue 
we examine in this paper.

3 Methodology

In order to examine the way the competent bodies reached decisions about 
interoperability issues of IACCMS we used the qualitative technique of case research 
strategy in studies of information systems [19]. Our aim was both to explore the way 
the governance structure of IACCMS affected interoperability decisions and validate 
EIF’s 2017 recommendations on this issue.

The unit of analysis is IACCMS; it meets the three criteria for this method to be 
viable, namely: a) one of the authors, who is an administrative judge in Greece can 
study IACCMS in its natural setting, b) we can understand the nature and complexity 
of the processes taking place and c) we examine an area (interoperability in 
Information Systems of the judiciary) in which few previous studies have been carried 
out. Moreover, for the chosen unit of analysis the case study research, which aims at 
the conduct of research, is a more appropriate method than application descriptions, 
which analyze a researchers’ experience in enforcing a particular application, or 
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action research, in which a researcher is both a participant in the actualization of a 
system and an evaluator of an intervention technique [19].

IACCMS was introduced in Administrative Justice of Greece on 2015. Before that 
only the Supreme Administrative Court (called Council of State, henceforth, CS) had 
an integrated case management system. CS, which pursuant to the Greek Constitution 
has the authority for the management of administrative justice, established an IT 
Committee consisted of judges and an ICT Division within the registrar of the court 
consisted of court officers with IT background. The computerization of the rest of 
administrative courts was fragmented, since each court was perceived (from an IT 
point of view) as an autonomous entity; that is each court was responsible both for the 
administration of its data and for the communication with external users (including 
other administrative courts). Also, there was a lack of IT personnel. The 
inconsistencies of this fragmentation had as a result the decision to introduce an 
integrated court case management system for administrative justice. 

Therefore, our case study (which is a single-case research) was a unique 
opportunity to study the governance structure of an IS from planning phase up to the 
operational phase. It was also a critical case to test EIF 2017 and, essentially, towards 
building theory in interoperability governance which is still in its developmental 
stages. IACCMS had a twofold way of dealing with interoperability issues: i) 
regarding existing IS of administrative courts, an integration of all -formerly isolated-
systems into the new one, ii) regarding external IS, the establishment of 
interoperability. The relevant questions in our case study were: ‘what’ were the main 
decisions, ‘who’ had the mandate to make them and ‘how’ those decisions were 
implemented. Those questions also point to the case study as an appropriate research 
method [19, table 1].

Following the positivism model, our aim was to “generate data which are valid and 
reliable, independently of the research setting” [20]. We collected data from many 
sources so as to triangulate the information we derived from them and to support our 
findings. The data were collected between May 2019 and July 2019 from: a) archival 
records (in Greek): the public procurement and the contract notice of IACCMS, as 
well as the contract of 2005 regarding the computerization of eleven administrative 
courts of first instance (previous IT project in administrative justice), b) 
documentation (in Greek): the guidelines, via emails, that the Central Organizational 
Committee (henceforth, COC) issued during the transition and operational phases of 
IACCMS, the documents (deliverables) that the contractor issued regarding the 
interoperability of  IACCMS and relevant legislation, c) a physical artifact: the 
Interoperability Quick Assessment Toolkit (IQAT), that was developed from the ISA² 
Program of the European Commission and d) direct observation: due to the fact that 
one of the authors is an administrative judge in Greece, he was able to observe the 
day-to-day operation of the system, discussing relevant issues with court officers from 
the registrar of the court as well as with the president of COC and with a court officer 
of the ICT Division of the registrar of CS; those discussions were not unstructured (or 
open-ended) interviews, though the author tried to be ‘active listener’ and after each 
discussion he took notes (in Greek) of relevant issues that were clarified; the data 
from this category represent that author’s interpretation of what has been observed. 
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4 Results

In the following table our findings of the case study are briefly presented. They are 
thoroughly discussed in the following two subsections, which follow, in a linear way, 
the phases of the project. 
Stakeholders Decision Making 

Process
Legal  interoperability Organizational 

interoperability
Before Initiation of the Project

Political 
Actor

Hierarchy, grant 
authority,  do not 
interfere

Establish legal 
framework in which 
standards are set for 
all layers / time frame

There is no need for 
interoperability agreements

Competent 
Centralized 
Authority

Informal collaboration 
with political actor 
(goal alignment)

Planning Phase
Competent 
Centralized 
Authority

Hierarchy, evaluate 
previous experience 
and build on existing 
infrastructure

Use standards set by 
law

Get users feedback in 
advance

Piloting Phase and Operational Phase
Competent 
Centralized 
Authority

Set up new bodies if 
needed and 
collaborate. Retain 
hierarchy in a network 
structure that 
facilitates consultation

Goal alignment between 
organizations and respect 
independence of 
organizations

Table 1. Matrix of Findings

4.1 Before the initiation of IACCMS (planning phase)

The Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights supervises the 
administration of justice, dealing with organizational issues, the infrastructure and 
provides economic (through the budget of the State) and administrative support to the 
judiciary. It assessed previous ICT projects in administrative justice, consulted with 
CS and opted for a central governance structure for the planning, procurement, 
operation and maintenance of IACCMS, without further intervening in the project. It 
decided that CS would lead the project of introducing a new IS for administrative 
justice. That political decision had a positive effect in establishing an efficient 
governance structure for the project and further enabling interoperability. Thus, it is 
valuable to assess (and learn) from previous ventures before pursuing a new one. 

Furthermore, CS had valuable institutional knowledge, since: i) it successfully 
introduced a case management system for its operations as early as 2006, and ii) it is, 
pursuant to the Greek Constitution, entitled to oversee the rational operation of 
administrative justice. Thus, an important lesson is to use an established body with 
prior experience and the authority (mandate) to lead the project. The knowledge 
derived from the experience of previous projects –which were introduced, without 
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central coordination and cooperation between courts- was also evident in the decision 
to build on existing infrastructure, since IACCMS is in essence an evolution of the 
integrated case management system of CS.

The involved stakeholders (judges and court officers of other administrative courts) 
generally recognized that a coordinating authority was needed to issue directives and 
to guide them especially during transition from piloting to operational phase; nearly 
all stakeholders understood that they would benefit of an integrated public service 
delivery that IACCMS would provide to administrative justice. However, the 
30.03.2015 written communication of the President of CS indicates that not all 
stakeholders shared the same enthusiasm for IACCMS. 

Moreover, an essential lesson is to solve as many issues as possible at the legal 
level, before implementing a project either for introducing a new IS or further 
developing an existing one. The Greek Interoperability Framework was introduced 
with a ministerial decision on 2012. It was compliant with the European 
Interoperability Framework of 2010. CS has ruled (Opinions 19/2012, 38/2013 and 
252/2013 on Presidential Degrees regarding e-justice), that this legal framework does 
not directly apply to courts, public prosecutors offices and their registrars, though it is 
useful to be considered on issues of e-justice because it regulates similar issues.
Hence, CS decided that IACCMS should be designed in order to be compliant with 
that particular framework and so there was not a need for drafting interoperability 
agreements. Thus, there seems to be a correlation between the setting of standards by 
law and the need for interoperability agreements. It is also useful to enact the relevant 
legislation that makes an ICT solution mandatory within a specific time frame. Thus, 
the competent authorities will have a mandate to introduce the new IS within specific 
boundaries and will also have sufficient time to configure it, test it in a piloting phase, 
assess the feedback and roll it out. Such an approach will also resolve interoperability 
problems related to a lack of willingness to collaborate, that some stakeholders may 
have. Therefore, it is helpful if all users are heard before the relevant legislation is 
enacted.

4.2 During the implementation of IACCMS (piloting and operational phases)

Although CS was a key enabler in the new project, it acknowledged, during the 
piloting phase of the project that it could not sufficiently address all the issues that the 
other administrative courts had to deal with in order to incorporate IACCMS. There
were problems during the transition of existing IS to IACCMS and also during the 
introduction of IACCMS to courts that did not support an IS. 

The General Commission of the State for the Regular Administrative Courts, 
which is a separate branch of senior administrative judges, monitors the operation of 
administrative courts and assists them without interfering with their judicial task. It
established COC, which was a new informal permanent body that addressed the above 
described issue. Also, two informal ad hoc Committees, nine informal Committees at 
the administrative court of appeals and further an informal working group were set up 
to deal -for a limited period- with specific topics that arose. The lesson is that the 
governance model should be able to change due to unforeseen issues, that are 
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observed during the piloting phase of an IS or the transition from an older version of 
an IS to a new one. We therefore understand that ‘interoperability governance’ is 
successful when it is ‘dynamic’ not ‘static’. It is a key factor of success to include all 
stakeholders (in this case through a proxy, COC) in the process of introducing a new 
IT system, though a leading stakeholder (in this case CS) is needed so as to drive the 
project forward. In essence, CS provides strategic direction, whereas CS consults 
COC in issues regarding the other administrative courts so as to coordinate the 
activities of IACCMS. Our view is that the governance structure of IACCMS is not a 
duopoly, though it has many aspects of a network, especially when addressing change 
management and day-to-day management issues; the network aspects of the 
governance structure were developed because of the issues that had to be addressed 
during the rolling out of IACCMS. We argue that it is a hybrid structure, since it is 
flexible enough to establish new temporary or permanent bodies to address issues of 
greater importance or to realign the management responsibilities between CS and 
COC. Although the governance structure shifted during the different phases of the 
project from a decision making perspective it remained a hierarchy. It was the 
collaboration between COC and CS that established clear and direct communication 
channels (including regular meetings) during transition from piloting to operational 
phase of IACCMS. The data we collected point to COC having concurrent 
competence to take initiatives regarding the implementation of changes to IACCMS 
at other administrative courts within the goals that CS sets. 

Additionally, at the organizational level, interoperability between two IS, is more 
easily achieved if the incentives of the two organizations are aligned to a mutual goal. 
In our case study lawyers, judges and court officers were willing to establish a service 
for the electronic filing of a case. Both IACCMS and the lawyer’s portal respected the 
independence of each other and so the latter portal was built as a single point of 
access for the lawyers, who upload their files once and the two systems only exchange 
relevant data. The separate design of the systems renders easier to standardize the 
relevant processes and also addresses separately maintenance issues. Therefore, tasks 
are easier attributed when the boundaries of IS are clear. Since parties, after the e-
filing of a case, can also submit documents physically to the court, IACCMS provides 
a multichannel service delivery; it integrates both offline and online channels.

The following figure displays the shifting of the governance structure of IACCMS 
during the different phases of the project. We assume that in case the IS has to be 
expanded the same phases will be followed.
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Fig. 1. Governance structure of IACCMS during the phases of the project 

5 Discussion

Pertaining to two of our research questions (‘who’ had the mandate to make the main 
interoperability decision and ‘what’ were they), CS is the competent authority to deal 
with interoperability decisions regarding IACCMS. Judges were members of the IT 
Committee and the Tender Committee and they made all the relevant decisions, 
particularly: 1) the decision to centralize and integrate legacy systems in the new IS, 
2) the decision to interoperate with external IS by accepting standards regarding 
technical, semantic and organizational interoperability that had been set via 
legislation; this finding reveals that there is a trade-off between imposing standards 
through legislation and drafting interoperability agreements that distribute 
responsibilities among organizations that want to interoperate and 3) the decision to 
build on existing infrastructure and expand it; a decision that was consistent with 
underlying principle 4 of EIF 2017 ‘reusability’. 

Regarding our third research question (‘how’ the interoperability decisions were 
implemented), our findings pointed that a strict hierarchy was not able to cope with 
this issue. During the piloting phase of the project problems –not previously 
anticipated- revealed themselves and thus the governance structure was altered. There 
were new informal bodies that were set up and one of them, COC, continued to have a 
permanent role even after the issues that had to deal with were resolved; regarding 
interoperability the crucial issue was the introduction of the e-filing of the case from 
lawyers’ portal to IACCMS. Thus, one useful finding is that the way interoperability 
decisions were introduced (the ‘how’ question) affected the bodies that were 
responsible for the decisions (the ‘who’ question).

We identified as a factor of success of IACCMS, its ‘dynamic’ governance 
structure. The governance bodies were not set up at once but they evolved during the 
life cycle of the project, especially at the time that problems were identified. The 

•
COC for 

••

Before 
initiation of Planning 

phase

Piloting 
phase and 
trasition

Operational 
phase
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introduction of a proxy for all stakeholders (COC) facilitated the rolling out of 
IACCMS to all administrative courts. However, the governance structure remained a 
hierarchy since CS has the final say on all decisions, including those regarding 
interoperability, though it consults COC for issues affecting the rest of administrative 
courts. Those findings correspond with the proposal for a governance model to 
coordinate inter-organizational relationships that uses both vertical governance 
(hierarchy) and horizontal governance (network) [14]. Furthermore, those findings
correlate with the statement that “interoperability in government needs a resilient and 
flexible model of IT governance, which helps advance the political, institutional and 
functional opportunities over time” [7]. Still, [15] implies that governance bodies 
should set up at the planning phase; on the contrary, our findings point to a 
continuous restructuring of the governance structure in order to deal with 
interoperability issues that may arise at different phases of a project. Therefore, the 
model of governance is important and affects interoperability decisions; hence a 
‘dynamic’ model of governance -that is a centralized governance structure (hierarchy) 
which consults through a proxy with all stakeholders (network)- is better able to 
address interoperability decisions.

Also our results point that one of the factors of success of IACCMS was the 
alignment between the aim of the judiciary and a political priority (efficiency of 
justice) at an early stage. Many stakeholders anticipated an integrated case 
management system for all administrative courts and the political actor rode the 
momentum providing the necessary funding. This finding corresponds to EIF’s 2017 
view [1, Annex 2] that political support is needed for a successful cross-sectoral 
interoperability project; in our research interoperability between IACCMS and the 
lawyer’s portal for the e-filing of a case. It also corresponds to the first step that [15] 
proposes. However, we did not identify any recommendations on EIF 2017 regarding 
the model of governance for interoperability issues, unless one views the term 
“holistic governance” as encompassing the aforementioned findings. Therefore, our 
research contributes to building theory and in essence supplementing EIF 2017 on the 
issue of interoperability governance.

Furthermore, the Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights enshrined 
the constitutional guarantee for an independent judiciary and the recommendations 
from European judiciary organizations that emphasized the importance of having 
judges actively involved in an ICT project concerning them [16, 17 and 18]. Our 
findings suggest that the independence of justice is a principle that imposes 
limitations on the competent authorities (the ‘who’ question) that make the relevant 
decisions regarding the interoperability of an IS for the judiciary.

This research could be extended in order to explore governance structures of other 
IS of the judiciary both inside and outside Greece. Further research could particularly 
investigate whether apart from a ‘dynamic’ governance structure, where judges are 
actively involved, other governance models could successfully be implemented in the 
introduction of an ICT project in the judiciary, fostering interoperability and without 
hindering the independence of justice.
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6 Conclusions

From the case study we can deductively infer that the ‘dynamic’ governance structure 
(agile approach) of IACCMS serves as a strong example for public administrations,
especially the judiciary, to model. In this way a centralized authority improves the 
coordination and efficiency of the network. We conclude that governance, not 
development, is the most difficult issue to solve. Pursuant to the data we collected our 
findings suggest it is decisive that the competent authority in the governance structure
of an IS has some flexibility in the running of the project, so that, it opts for ad hoc 
solutions that fulfil the organization’s requirements for interoperability. We further 
affirm the observation of the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice that: 
“Changes in the field of cyberjustice should be court-driven, not technology-driven. 
This implies that organizations must be able to set modernization objectives free from 
any concerns related to the information technology itself. This is an essential 
condition for the success of any project, without which there is a risk that it will fail to 
serve the interests either of those who use the courts or of those who work in them 
and will, if anything, ultimately undermine confidence in the judiciary as an 
institution” [18].
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